
 

	

Courtesy of Amsterdam Vintage Watches ™ 

HANDWINDER WITH OR WITHOUT DATE 

 

WATCH WITHOUT DATE or WATCH WITH DATE, WITHOUT QUICKSET  

The crown has 2 positions: 

1. Normal position - wearing position 

In this position the watch can be wound using the crown. Turn the crown forwards until you feel 

resistance - DO NOT OVERWIND THE MECHANISM. Winding the watch once a day should be 

enough to ensure the correct functioning of the watch. When the crown is positioned against 

the case this ensures that the watch is water resistant. Please note that we do not guarantee 

the watch being waterproof or water resistant. Make sure that when you handle the crown in 

any way the watch is in your hand, not on your wrist. This is because there is a possibility you 

bend or damage the crown tube and / or case of the watch, should you handle the crown when 

the watch is on your wrist. 

 

2. Pulled out position – time (and date) setting  

When the crown is pulled out, it can be used to set the time. The crown can be turned forwards 

and backwards. To set the date please keep moving the the crown forwards (clockwise) to the 

desired date. 

 

WATCH WITH DATE QUICKSET 

The crown has 3 positions: 

1. Normal position - wearing position 

In this position the watch can be wound using the crown. Turn the crown forwards until you feel 

resistance - DO NOT OVERWIND THE MECHANISM. Winding the watch once a day should be 

enough to ensure the correct functioning of the watch. When the crown is positioned against 

the case this ensures that the watch is water resistant. Please note that we do not guarantee 

the watch being waterproof or water resistant. 

2. Pulled out once position - date setting 

When the crown is in this position the crown can be turned upwards to change the date. When 

using the quickset function to change the date please make sure the time is first set to 6 

o’clock. This is because around 12 o’clock the watch itself is mechanically changing the date. 

Should you try to change the date manually when the watch is using this function there is a 

chance you damage the mechanism. When the time is set at or around 6 o’clock this 

mechanism can not be damaged.  

3. Pulled out twice position - time setting 

When the crown is pulled out twice, it can be used to set the time. The crown can be turned 

forwards and backwards.  


